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Abstract. Global threats posed by Al Qaeda and its associated movements have seriously challenged international security and protection of democratic values. Placing intelligence as one of the top priorities during global counterterrorist efforts, the U.S. has led an anti-terrorist coalition while employing offensive intelligence collection, including the so called “extraordinary rendition operations,” conducting them using secret detention. This practice under the International Laws of Armed Conflict has posed serious concerns for European allies. Even more, the European Court for Human Rights has found that Macedonia has violated European convention of Human rights. The article explores whether such European Court for Human Rights’ practice is result of a different legal tradition or whether the gathering intelligence through extraordinary rendition operations is in conflict with general International law. Additionally, the article discusses the reasons behind the recent trend, i.e., that although deeply criticized, according to some reports U.S. practice on extraordinary rendition has so far been supported by more than 50 states around the globe.
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Introduction
A radical shift in international relations after the Cold War and response to the new threats have opened serious debates, among security and legal scholars and professionals. Using the effects of globalization, non-state actors (media, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and armed groups) have gained unimagined power in international relations like never before. Using systems and services that they provide (on which we depend), Al Qaeda and its associated movements and individuals (AQAMI) have posed extreme and imminent threats to our security. Soon it became clear that to effectively confront such threats counterterrorist efforts should prioritize intelligence. Nonetheless what also became clear is that gathering intelligence on a global scale is not easy to achieve since it depends on other partner governments’ readiness to implement similar approaches in combating terrorism.

At the same time, although global in nature, the threat is not imminent to all states equally. Thus different threat perceptions resulted in different responses to the threat. Some states, such as U.S., have employed military power to confront AQAMI (Nelson and Sanderson, 2011, pp. 7-14). Invading Afghanistan and Iraq, the U.S. has launched the global war on terror to confront threats posed by modern terrorism. Confronting terrorism with preponderance of military power, the U.S. has approached terrorism as an act of war from the legal point of view. Consequently all operations not just in Afghanistan and Iraq, but elsewhere, including intelligence gathering, shared a similar approach. In this light the U.S. has initiated intelligence gathering through the so-called “extraordinary rendition operations,” conducting them using secret detention. This practice under the International Laws of Armed Conflict has posed serious concerns for European allies.
One reason for this might be that different states have different threat perceptions. Another reason could be a different legal tradition, precisely European human rights tradition. Some states that have cooperated with the US in this practice have faced serious domestic and international criticism and legal consequences. The recent European Court for Human Rights’ decision in the case *El Masri vs. Macedonia*, considering such practice and cooperation, is the first case that speaks about such practice from which one could draw conclusions. On the other hand, although deeply criticized according to some reports, U.S. practice on extraordinary rendition has so far been supported from more than 50 states around the globe. To provide some possible answers that could help improve further intelligence cooperation in counterterrorist efforts the article will first briefly explain why intelligence should be given top priority. Then it will explain how coalition counterterrorist operations differ legally and how and to what extent a different legal approach affects intelligence gathering. At the end, the article will briefly provide some answers why regardless of legal considerations and challenges, the U.S. continues to practice extraordinary rendition operations.

### 1. Intelligence as top priority during the global counterterrorist efforts

The security reality after the Cold War did not match what most scholars and pundits had expected. The emergence of new non-state actors in the age of globalization and the 9/11 events have given new dimension to the concept of security. Employing terrorism Al Qaeda and its associated movements and individuals (AQAMI) have threatened many states’ sovereignty in a unique way.

From the legal and operational point of view immediate response to the 9/11 attacks was as an act of war. Furious to topple the threat, anti-terrorist coalition forces have learned that asymmetric warfare does not match the conventional matrix for success. The coalition has dominated the air, ground and sea and had rapidly occupied Afghanistan and Iraq. However, it became clear that the number of deployed troops for protection do not equal safety on the ground. In fact, the practice shows that as the number of deployed troops rise, the risk of loss and mistakes rises too (Davis, 2008). At the same time Al Qaeda grew stronger and created a global network of associated movements and self-radicalized individuals. Furthermore AQAMI have proven to be capable to take the initiative by shifting the fight onto coalition soil. Attacks in Bali (2002), London (2004), Madrid (2005), Mumbai (2009), Moscow (2010), France (2012), and the Balkan Peninsula (2011/2012) attest that these non-state actors’ agenda has become global, apocalyptic and critical infrastructure-focused (Hadji-Janev, 2012, pp. 137-151). Explaining why America is at risk Halberstam for example, claims that the Global War on Terror will be a

…”difficult military-intelligence-security challenge: What we do best they are not vulnerable to. What we do list well they are vulnerable to. What they do best we are to a considerable degree vulnerable to…” (Halberstam, 2001, p. 497-498).

Thus, it became clear that strategic requirements of countering terrorists in an age of globalization are particularly critical on tactical level. The acumen that professionals involved in this fight must have is maybe best described by Friedman’s “generalists”. According to him,
“...in an age of globalization success is guaranteed to one who can make connections among disciplines and track ripple effects from one domain, such as genetic engineering, to other domains, such as international organized crime or finance...” (Friedman, 2000, pp. 18-22).

Finding or producing these individuals in large numbers is not an easy job. Furthermore even if we can succeed in this we will still missing a crucial component, i.e., the willingness of states and other stakeholders to contribute in our goal.

Today many argue that one of the keys to success during global counterterrorist efforts is intelligence (Sims, 2007, pp. 417-450). Although we could not agree more with these views, there is a serious challenge to “operationalize” intelligence for global counterterrorist efforts. To be an effective response to global terrorism requires a global approach, i.e., being able to conduct global intelligence. In reality, synchronization of intelligence efforts from nations that have different national agendas, capabilities, and procedures on intelligence (gathering or sharing) became a concern of operational level officers in multinational forces (Gramer, 1999; Liaropoulos, June 2006). In fact, in a complex operational environment, tactical success in countering modern terrorism depends on other governments’ ability and readiness to adopt similar approaches. Such activities include, among others,: effective diplomacy, overseas military support, intelligence liaison with foreign governments, and offensive intelligence gathering and sharing (Forest, 2007, pp. 56-140). All of these issues in the light of the pursuit of intelligence gathering during the global war on terrorism have so far raised many legal considerations.

2. Intelligence gathering in confronting global terrorism: a challenge to international legal standards?

The complexity of asymmetric warfare in confronting global terrorism has largely affected operational success with the quality of intelligence and legitimacy. In this context different legal perspectives among the global counterterrorist coalition have grown stark since the aftermath of 9/11 attacks. Strong disagreement from legal point of view among traditional U.S. and some European alliance emerged on two levels: *ius ad bellum* and *ius in bello*.1 Consequently this disagreement has reflected on operations on the ground. In addition many European states including Macedonia have faced serious legal challenges (including verdict) and criticism following U.S. legal and operational approach to intelligence gathering (by using the so called “extraordinary rendition”) while cooperating in countering global terrorist threats (Garcia, September 8, 2009, p.1).

Giving that the threats from global terrorism are still present and that effective counterterrorist measures require global, joint and legitimate cooperation among others in intelligence gathering too, the article will explore whether and if so, how different legal traditions among coalition partners affect cooperation in intelligence gathering. Nevertheless, to achieve this one must first understand the legal and operational

---

1 *Ius ad bellum* (right to war) is a set of criteria that are to be consulted before engaging in war or use force on international level. The *ius in bello* refers to the body of law defining the limits of acceptable conducts while already engaged in war.
complexity in the contemporary counter-terrorist operations and how this complexity affects operational and legal aspects of counter-terrorist operations.

2.1. Differences in operational and legal approach to counterterrorist efforts among the coalition partners

The immediate response to the 9/11 attacks as an act of war have raised many dilemmas (Goodman and Derek, 2006, p. 2654-2664). Among others was employment of military power under the International Law of Armed Conflict (ILOAC). From operational (doctrinal) and a legal aspect contemporary counterterrorist operations could be seen in three separate groups.

First Major Combat Operations (MCO) conducted in Afghanistan and Iraq (The US Department of Defense, 2006). From an operational point of view these operations equaled total war. From the legal point of view during these operations the International Law of Armed Conflict (ILOAC) applies (Geneva Conventions I-IV, Fisher, 2004, pp. 511-510).

Second, counterterrorist operations after the MCO are over, i.e., post-conflict operations, both in Afghanistan and Iraq. From a doctrinal aspect these operations equal peacekeeping, peace enforcement operations, (NATO Peace support operations, Ch-2) stability and support operations (Global Security Org), or under the new U.S. Joint Concept for Irregular Warfare, the so-called “Irregular Warfare operations-IW” (The U.S. Department of Defense, 2007, pp. 5-8). In practice during these operations so far, different laws had applied. Principles and standards of ILOAC (precisely, customary rules of the Law of Occupation and principles of the IV Geneva Convention) (Fisher, 2004, pp. 512-514), the UN Mandate (drafted by the UN Security Council and troop-contributing countries) (O’Neill, John Terence and Nicholas Rees, 2005) and International Human Rights Law (IHRL) (Naert, 2011, pp. 16-18), were so far guiding legal sources for the post-conflict operations.

Third, counterterrorist operations conducted out of Afghanistan or Iraq (O’Rourke, October 18, 2012, pp. 2-5). These operations are usually conducted by the U.S. with or without coalition partners’ support. From an operational point of view these operations so far were conducted by the U.S. military forces alone, the U.S. intelligence community alone or with or without host government’s consent and support. For U.S. counterterrorist operations outside of Afghanistan or Iraq, host governments have provided law enforcement, military or intelligence community support. The so-called “target killing operations” (drone attacks) and “extraordinary rendition operations” are usually operations that take place outside of Afghanistan and Iraq and are considered as operations under global counterterrorist efforts (O’Rourke, October 18, 2012, pp. 2-5). Legality of target killing operations should be more narrowly connected to the perception of the right to life in the context of applicable law. At the same time legality of extraordinary rendition operations should be connected to the due processes guarantees such as: right of free movement, fair trial and treatment under detention in the context of applicable law. The phrase “…the context of applicable law…” here is used to point the notion that different bodies of applicable law may apply and that different standards and tenets will give different outcomes from operational and legal perspectives (Sennott, July 12, 2010).
Hence, the above mentioned rights and freedoms do not have the same protections when the counterterrorist operations are conducted under the different standards (i.e., ILOAC vs. IHRL standards) (Bartolini, 2010). In war, when ILOAC applies tension between principles of military necessity and humanity it reflects proportionality and military distinction. For example, proportionality in war does not have the same meaning as in peacetime. In war, due to military necessity, proportionality means that not just the imminent threat should be removed but also the further potential-perceived threat from the enemy should be removed. The principle of distinction (i.e., status of the individual “civilian versus combatant” in general) determines whether or not deadly force will be employed. Detention or capture enemy combatants or civilians should prevent combatants from taking part and protect civilians and legal non-combatants from hostility. This dictates that during these operations, there are no due process guarantees: the individual might not be forewarned about the operation, is not given a chance to defend his innocence, and there is no assessment of his guilt by any impartial body.

Contrary when IHRL applies (i.e., there is no conflict that amounts to trigger the ILOAC-law enforcement paradigm that legally frames the operational environment), operations consider only individual and actual guilt, not the potential one. The individual must be given the above-mentioned due process guarantees. Therefore while conducting counterterrorist operations when ILOAC applies lawfully, there is a great possibility to consider the same operation under the IHRL as unlawful.

General wisdom outside the U.S. is that ILOAC does not apply to the counterterrorist operations outside the operational theatre of Afghanistan (Iraq is not mentioned, since more or less post-conflict operations have ended with stability and transition to the civil authority phase). Accordingly, since there is no UN mandate, and there is no permanent conflict that amounts to a level where under existing legal norms and standards could trigger International Law of Armed Conflict, from the legal point of view guiding principles for these operations should come from IHRL standards. Since there is no official data of the coalition’s involvement in intelligence gathering for target killing operations, our focus will be on the so called “extraordinary rendition operations”. Cooperation in recent extraordinary rendition operations has raised not just serious debates among many European coalition partners, but has ended with concrete verdict against Macedonia for such practice (ECtHR, December 13, 2012). Arguably, the reason for this verdict against Macedonia comes from the European human rights tradition. To see whether the verdict against Macedonia for cooperation on extraordinary rendition operations on its territory represents a legal precedent or a reflection of European human rights tradition that will further affect cooperation in similar intelligence gathering, we will continue our debate on understanding legality on these operations.

2.2. European coalition partners’ legal tradition and extraordinary rendition operations for intelligence sharing

Extraordinary rendition operations in recent practice so far have been conducted to arrest, detain and or interrogate suspect terrorist for intelligence gathering. The U.S. position on all counterterrorist efforts during Bush administration was that U.S. is at war with global terrorism (Lewis and others, 2009). Therefore, according to this position in all counterterrorist operations including extraordinary rendition, ILOAC applies. Although the Obama administration has made a tacit distinction from the term “Global
War on Terror” in specific situations like targeting Osama bin Laden in Pakistan for example, the U.S. took the same position i.e., that ILOAC applies.

Accordingly, it could be assumed that U.S. believes that it has the right to hold suspect individuals on the grounds that it is at war with them. Nonetheless, according to the U.S., these individuals are illegal combatants and thus do not qualify for prisoners of war (POW) status (Dörmann, March 2003). This U.S. position raises serious dilemmas in the context of IHRL application since usually the suspect individual is detained in the third territory i.e., out of the theater of conflict and post-conflict counterterrorist efforts, precisely out of Afghanistan and Iraq. Almost all of the coalition states including U.K. do not share the same approach as U.S. (Al-Skeini and Others v. Secretary of State for Defence, 2007). This is understandable since along with International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights (ICPR or Covenant) and on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CROC), and the Convention Against Torture (CAT), the dominant legal document for European countries in human rights regulation is the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).

In the case El Masri vs. Macedonia, the applicant (Mr. Khalid El Masri) alleged, in particular, that he had been subjected to a secret rendition operation, namely that agents of the respondent State (Macedonia) had arrested him, held him incommunicado, questioned and ill-treated him, and handed him over at Skopje Airport to CIA agents who had transferred him, on a special CIA-operated flight, to a CIA-run secret detention facility in Afghanistan, where he had been ill-treated for over four months. The alleged ordeal lasted between 31 December 2003 and 29 May 2004, when the applicant returned to Germany (ECtHR, December 13, 2012, p. 1). The European Court for Human Rights (ECtHR), has reviewed relevant domestic law (Macedonian), relevant International law (including case law practice) and public materials, before it ruled against Macedonia.

Although in the case against Macedonia the ECtHR has unanimously found that Macedonia violated Khaled El Masri’s rights under the ECHR, broader Courts’ practice confirms that European coalition partners should not cooperate in extraordinary rendition operations outside their territory, when standards and principles of IHRL apply (ECtHR, December 13, 2012, Ch. III). From the text of the ECHR it is not clear if the convention would have application on signatories’ states in foreign territory. Nonetheless, the European case law tradition seems to confirm that whenever there is “effective control of the territory” where military forces and other operatives of state party to the convention operate, they are obliged to apply conventions’ provisions. This is specifically interesting for the states’ agents operating on third-state territory. Along with El Masri vs. Macedonia, the ECtHR cases such as Loizidou vs. Turkey (ECtHR, 23 March, 1995), Cyprus vs. Turkey (ECtHR, 10 May, 2001), and Issa vs. Turkey, (ECtHR, 30 May, 2000) clearly attest that European human rights tradition shaped by the ECtHR’s practice seriously contradicts the U.S. approach toward extraordinary rendition operations in the global counterterrorist operations. Thus, unlike the US approach, European human rights practice, shaped by European case law, dictates that once that state agents have effective control of the territory, they need to implement ECHR standards for protection. Any cooperation or active intelligence gathering through such extraordinary rendition operations even on a third state territory will violate the ECHR. Even more the ECtHR in El Masri vs Macedonia case, have considered wider IHRL standards beyond European
Human rights legal tradition. This however, indicates that the European legal tradition is not alone in opposing the U.S. approach while applying ILOAC standards.

2.3. International human rights legal standards and rendition operations’ practice

The view that extraordinary rendition operations (including for intelligence gathering) are not legal when applied on a territory outside of the conflict zone is also within compliance of several International Court of Justice cases regarding extraterritorial application of IHRL on occupied territory (ICJ Reports, 2005; ICJ Reports, 2004; ICJ Reports, 1971). Suggesting that states have negative obligation in respect of any extraterritorial activity, The Human Rights Committee’s position in this regards, as indicated in General Comment 15 to the application of Covenant rights, adopted at the twenty-seventh session (1986), is that:

“…the enjoyment of Covenant rights is not limited to citizens of States Parties but must also be available to all individuals, regardless of nationality or statelessness, such as asylum seekers, refugees, migrant workers and other persons, who may find themselves in the territory or subject to the jurisdiction of the State Party. This principle also applies to those within the power or effective control of the forces of a State Party acting outside its territory, regardless of the circumstances in which such power or effective control was obtained, such as forces constituting a national contingent of a State Party assigned to an international peace-keeping or peace-enforcement operation.” (Emphasis provided by the author).

Similarly in its General Comment No. 31, The Human rights Committee comments:

“...Moreover, the article 2 obligation requiring that States Parties respect and ensure the Covenant rights for all persons in their territory and all persons under their control entails an obligation not to extradite, deport, expel or otherwise remove a person from their territory, where there are substantial grounds for believing that there is a real risk of irreparable harm, such as that contemplated by articles 6 and 7 of the Covenant, either in the country to which removal is to be effected or in any country to which the person may subsequently be removed. The relevant judicial and administrative authorities should be made aware of the need to ensure compliance with the Covenant obligations in such matters.” (General Comments No. 31, May 26, 2004).

In addition, as Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties imposes, the concept of “jurisdiction” must be interpreted in light of the object and purpose of the particular treaty under which the jurisdiction is invoked, as well as the travaux préparatoires (Vienna Convention, 1969).

The ICJ’s practice and The International Human Rights Committee’s reports confirm the applicability of IHRL in extraterritorial counterterrorist operations, when ILOAC under the existing standards does not apply. Therefore from the legal point of view they
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2 The Human Rights Committee is the body of independent experts that monitors implementation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights by its State parties.
negate the lawfulness of intelligence gathering through extraordinary rendition operations. On the other hand this also confirms that the European human rights tradition is not the single mandatory body of law that contradicts the extraordinary rendition operations on a territory where ILOAC does not apply. Nevertheless, even though existing international standards and principles are against the practice of extraordinary rendition operations in general and intelligence gathering through these operations in specific, these operations have become a global issue.

3. Challenges to intelligence gathering through extraordinary rendition operations beyond the law

Amrith Singh’s report on extraordinary rendition mentions 54 countries involved in this practice including Syria and Iran (Singh, 2013). Territories where these operations took place identified in the report span the continents of Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America. Governments of Afghanistan, Australia, Azerbaijan, Canada, Egypt, Germany, Iran, Libya, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, United Kingdom, Macedonia, Thailand, Romania, Poland, Lithuania and Denmark cooperated in these operations with the US since 2003. The report claims that foreign governments also failed to protect detainees from secret detention and extraordinary rendition on their territories and to conduct effective investigations into agencies and officials who participated in these operations.

Furthermore the state practice of extraordinary rendition operations indicates that the threat perception from the AQAMI is so great that undermines other political disputes. Cooperation with countries such as Libya or Syria is quite usual when the threat is high. Kaddafi and Assad, for example, revealed their agencies’ intelligence sharing with the West (Gawdat, 2005; Rudner, 2004, p. 217). Sudanese intelligence officers brag that “American intelligence considers us to be a friend” and “the information we have provided has been very useful to the United States.” (Silverstein, September 4, 2005). According to Singh, Maher Arar, a Canadian national was abducted from JFK Airport in New York City. He was then “rendered” to Syria for interrogation (Silverstein, September 4, 2005).

That threats from AQAMI are far more complex than they appear and that these challenges have urged even some liberal politicians to shift the balance between public safety and individual rights to the former, may well be described with the President Obama’s presidency. When he first came in to office in 2009, President Obama issued an executive order disavowing torture and established a Special Task Force on Interrogation and Transfer policies. However, so far there is nothing that suggests that gathering intelligence and further practice of these operations is abandoned (Burke, February 7, 2013). Although not directly connected to this debate, similar behavior is present in other deeply debated issue of targeted killing operations. Although many expected it to do so, President Barack Obama’s administration has not changed the policy on targeted killings either. In fact, as Tara McKelvey argues Obama has ordered a “dramatic increase” in the drone-launched missile strikes against Al-Qaeda and Taliban members in Pakistan (McKelvey, February 13, 2011). Furthermore his nominee of John Brennan for the Director of CIA after his reelection indicates that the US president is clearly aware of the legal challenges but as well of the threats that come from AQAMI. According to some views,
"...Brennan helped the president to understand he could not turn away from the things that need to be done against the terrorists, and then he helped construct the legal and moral framework so that they sat comfortably with the president's commitments..." (McGreal, February 6, 2013).

Brennan’s role is important, since back in 2005 and 2008 Brennan stood behind, as he called, enhanced interrogation practice through extraordinary rendition operations, claiming that they have produced more security and saved lives (McGreal, February 7, 2013). Giving that US is not the only player that has engaged in intelligence gathering while causing moral and legal dilemmas, one could argue that threat perception and the need for self-preservation pose serious challenge to intelligence gathering beyond the law.

Proponents of intelligence gathering in time of imminent danger, i.e., the side with interest to gather information given the stakes and risks involved, will always be ready to keep some of the more extreme options open. Recent practice shows that secret detentions, renditions, and perhaps even harsh interrogations bordering on torture can be imposed in order to get information. Proponents of this practice (the side that needs intelligence) usually justify the approach, with the necessity to survive and or imminent danger (Fain, 2003, pp. 607-608). Calling upon what is considered to be just, not legal per se, is usually moral argumentation that follows these intrusive methods (Tapper and others, May 2, 2011). To be honest, intrusive measures taken during the periods of highest threat by these states have generally been scaled back after threats have lowered. With these regards, states that require information and feel immediate threat are more concerned with public safety than with individual rights.

From all of the above, it is clear that while engaging in extraordinary rendition operations, many states have violated domestic and international laws and have undermined longstanding human rights protection. Arguably with these practices they have threatened to erode the widely needed support for counterterrorist efforts. Nevertheless, the fact that almost one-quarter of the World’s governments have participated in such activities suggests that under urgent threat states are willing to do what they believe is the best for their security. What is not clear from the recent practice is whether supporting governments have utilized similar practice in intelligence gathering or were these just random and extreme cases that will barely happen again. Giving the complexity with which modern terrorism threatens our security, and that violating domestic and international legal standards evaporate our legitimacy in counterterrorist efforts, future operations must consider wider options in gathering intelligence. These options should focus on improving intelligence sharing, analysis, and limiting extreme options only in certain circumstances, after exhausting all other available methods of intelligence gathering (Khalsa, 2004). Some have even argued that complex security environments require the intelligence community to utilize new practical requirements to create the requisite intelligence doctrine, organization, training, and personnel to meet the non-state actors challenge in the twenty-first century (Schultz, 2005, Ch. 1).

Conclusion
Non-state actors like Al Qaeda and its associated movements and individuals have posed global, asymmetric and apocalyptic threats to international security. Intelligence sharing has proven to be among the top priorities that determines success in the global counterterrorist response. Nevertheless the practice of gathering intelligence through extraordinary rendition operations has raised serious legal issues among coalition states.

Facing imminent threat from AQAMI, the U.S. has confronted global terrorism with preponderance of military force around the globe. Thus as we saw from the legal aspect, the U.S. has confronted modern terrorism as an act of war. Applying principles of ILOAC in intelligence gathering, the U.S. has established a practice of so-called extraordinary rendition operations. Following its commitment to cooperate with the U.S. in confronting global terrorism, as many other European coalition partners do, Macedonia was found guilty under the ECtHR jurisdiction.

In *El Masri vs. Macedonia*, ECtHR has found that Macedonia’s cooperation in extraordinary rendition operations with the U.S. has not just violated human rights in accordance with the European Human Rights Convention, but also in accordance with the broader International Human Rights Law standards. Furthermore, the analyses of European case law dictates that European states will violate their legal obligation under the European Convention for Human Rights if they acquire intelligence through extraordinary rendition operation on a third territory too. The analyses of the ICJ’s practice and The International Human Rights Committee’s reports have also confirmed ECtHR’ position, and thus showed that U.S. could be also in violation with International Law principles, while gathering intelligence through extraordinary rendition operations.

On the other hand, the analyses of legal and operational practice have shown that regardless of legal considerations under specific circumstances this practice is blooming. In fact although deeply criticized according to some reports, U.S. practice on extraordinary rendition has so far been supported from more than 50 states around the globe. In addition, according to some views, President Obama’s inauguration in 2009 sounded promising that the U.S. will abandon this practice. Nevertheless, recent events and analyses point that this is not the case. In fact appointment of experts that have supported such practice in the past to run national intelligence bodies clearly states that while the threat from AQAMI is present, nations that feel immediate and imminence threat will always prioritize public safety rather than individual rights protection.

Finally, regardless of the complex environment, intelligence professionals must be aware of International and constitutional legal requirements and democratic accountability. Therefore they need to focus on alternative measures in seeking accurate, reliable, and timely information. To be effective the intelligence community needs secrecy, informality, and flexibility. Extreme methods of intelligence gathering should be limited to a minimum and only applied when there are no other options left.
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